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values: passionate, trustworthy
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one of the world’s largest seafood

only.
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Our membership of the Pelagic
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In addition to reducing the
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a minimum, it is our ultimate

one priority.
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operate are certified in
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people worldwide with affordable,
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standards. As responsible

improving our processes and
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this in a sustainable manner,

stewards, we believe in

procedures are at the heart of this

with you and I am convinced it will

having taken corporate social

balancing ecological, social and

ambition, together with raising

guide us for many years to come

responsibility very seriously for

economic interests, and we are

and building awareness among

on our journey towards an even
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The state of the world

Our mission

Our oceans make our earth a place where we

PP Group strives to be a recognized worldwide supplier

can all live. They are a vital resource that we

of top quality, nutritious and sustainable seafood

must manage well to protect the wellbeing of

products. As a fish and seafood company since 1950,

our planet and to fight climate change. The

we aim to sustainably manage and protect marine and

oceans provide more than three billion people

coastal ecosystems from pollution, and conserve the

with affordable and nutritious food. This

fish stocks needed to maintain a healthy ecosystem.

makes it very important to manage fish stocks

We will use only the excess production or, as we like to

in the best possible way and at a level that

say; preserve the capital and use only the interest. This

they can produce sustainable yields.

will not only help us to mitigate some of the challenges
that our oceans face, but it also enables us to provide
the world’s growing population with healthy and
innovative seafood products.

On the one hand, we are happy to conclude
that the majority of fish consumed today
already comes from sustainable stocks. On the

Our people, our fish, for life

other hand, while we are writing this strategy,
large quantities of plastic litter can be found
in every square kilometre of the ocean. We
believe human wellbeing cannot be achieved
without the protection and conservation of the
earth’s ecosystems, on land as well as in the
oceans. To protect and conserve our oceans,
we need good management. It’s how we can
“The majority of fish
consumed already comes

maintain the quality of life that the oceans
provide to us and sustain this vital ecosystem.
We are therefore, committed to making a

from sustainable stocks.

positive contribution to how we manage and

It’s shown that with good

use oceans, seas and marine resources. We

management we can
protect and conserve our
oceans.”

do this directly with our activities at sea, but
also indirectly via our activities on land, from
the way we process and package our fish and
seafood products to the way we transport
them. This is how we can realise healthy and
sustainable seafood systems globally.
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Impact matrix

Strategic CSR principles

To develop our sustainability strategy we have conducted an

As a multinational group of companies, sustainability at PP

extensive impact analysis with one single question in mind:

Group is an organization-wide effort that is embedded both at

where can our group make the biggest environmental and

group and company level, and throughout our corporate culture

social impact? During this exercise we did not only look at our

and activities. We integrate sustainability in our day-to-day

own CSR expectations and key sustainability strengths, but we

activities and follow a clear CSR strategy to make this work.

also looked at our business from the perspective of important
stakeholders: our suppliers, customers, partners, employees,

To do so, we defined five strategic CSR principles that form the

NGOs and public domain and the United Nations’ Sustainable

foundation of our CSR strategy and activities. These ensure we are doing

Development Goals – representing the voice of the planet, our

the right things, in the right way:

climate and society at large.
1.

Focus to make impact

In this way we were able to identify the CSR topics with which we can

2.

Empowering our people and companies

make the biggest impact, where we should focus and which topics are

3.

Measuring impact to improve

less relevant to our business. The outcome of the impact analysis forms

4.

Research, innovation and partnerships

the backbone of our CSR strategy.

5.

A supply chain approach

As a multinational, engaged in capture fisheries, processing and commercialization of fish and seafood products, these principles guide us on
our journey to minimise our footprint and create positive impact for our
HIGH IMPACT








1. SUSTAINABLE FISHERY
2. CLIMATE (GHG and ENERGY)
3. SUSTAINABLE SOURCING
4. WASTE
6. FOOD SAFETY AND QUALITY
7. FOOD SECURITY

COMPLIANCE




8. HEALTH AND SAFETY EMPLYEES

IMPORTANT FOR EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

1
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3

6

7
11
12

9

4

8
LOW IMPACT

14
13
IMPORTANT FOR PP GROUP
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ADDITIONAL
ORGANISATIONAL
FOCUS AREAS:





9. LABOUR CONDITIONS and EMPLOYEE
DEVELOPMENT
10. ANIMAL WELFARE
11, WATER
12. ECONOMICAL DEVELOPMENT




13. DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
14. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT





GOVERNANCE
TRANSPARENCY
COMMUNICATION

oceans, the planet and the people on it.
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1. Focus to make impact: our CSR programs

PP Group operates with more than 7.000 people,

To realise our CSR ambition to “sustainably manage

both men and women in more than 15 countries

and protect ecosystems, marine and on land” we

with cultural differences but with the same values

developed a CSR strategy focussed on the following

as the people from our home fishing village Katwijk:

three pillars:

passionate, trustworthy and dedicated.

THE WORLD OF PARLEVLIET & VAN DER PLAS

OFFICES/PLANTS
FISHING GROUNDS

To make sure all people and all companies are engaged
1.			

Healthy oceans –

with our CSR strategy, we empower our companies to

			

sustainable resource 			

take action for healthy seas and sustainable operations

management

at sea and on land. We do this by:

			

•

			

Happy planet –

			

durable supply chain 			

increasing skills and knowledge and

optimization

coaching the sustainability coordinators

			

Creating an enabling environment:
7

of the companies.
•

			

Happy people –

			

product innovation to 			

research and innovation platforms (to

enhance human wellbeing

decrease by-catch, increase transparency

			

1

3 4

2

6

Helping our ships to become floating
10

and learn more about sustainability in
This three-legged strategy integrates the impact
topics from the impact matrix and allows us to focus

general).
•

Engage with and set up partnerships

on those topics that matter most to our company, and

with relevant organisations, including

to be transparent about what we do. With these three

suppliers, NGOs and clients.

programs we can build a strong foundation for a

•

communication platform, for internal

with different products and core processes, we do

and external knowledge sharing, the

recognise however, that there will be differences in

exchange of ideas and best practices

focus between the different companies. We embrace

throughout the group and industry.
•

Investing in sustainable alternatives in

companies to translate this group CSR strategy to

our land based facilities. For example,

their own focused CSR program.

PP won a sustainability award in
November 2017 for investments in

2. Empowering our people and our companies

several energy savings and related

Within PP Group we want to ensure that our people

environmental impacts in its cold store

feel appreciated and enjoy their workspace. We

facility in IJmuiden (the Netherlands).

believe it is important to listen to the ideas of our

The cold stores were certified with an

employees and make sure they stay motivated. We

excellent score against the world leading

therefore have a flat organization structure that

BREEAM standard (Building Research

enables our people to share ideas or suggestions on

Establishment Environmental Assessment

how to improve our business.

Method).

16
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Setting up a company-wide CSR

sustainable future. As a group of different companies

these differences and encourage and facilitate our

11
9 8

Offices/plants

FTE per country

Ouwehand (1)

CFTO, COMPAGNIE FRANÇAISE DU THON (6)

The Netherlands

1191

PP Valkenburg (1)

Faroer (7)

Germany

2252

PP IJmuiden (1)

Heiploeg (1)

Ivory Coast

52
68

Profish (1)

- Heiploeg Suriname (8)

Lithuania

Dutch Flatfish (1)

- Noble House Seafoods (9)

Poland

Atlantic Highsea Fishing (2)

- TK Fish (10)

Faroe Islands

Deutsche See (3)

- Heiploeg India (11)

Suriname

214

German Seafrozen Fish (3)

Guyana

237

Doggerbank (3)

Morocco

2364

Euro-Baltic (4)

India

Sivcoge Industries (5)

France

1
40

18
349
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3. Measuring impact to improve

association and is driving and encouraging best

We want to make measurable impact. Doing research

practice standards for environmentally responsible

and collecting data helps us to measure progress, and

fish processing, environmentally responsible fish

map and understand the impact that we make.

sourcing, food safety and social compliance in the fish
processing industry.

Understanding our impact on our stakeholders and
the wider world can however vary over time, or

Read more about how our company Deutsche See is

between countries (where we source from, or operate

applying sustainable product innovation and setting

in). We can measure our footprint, like greenhouse

up partnerships for sustainability on the next page.

How Deutsche See is
collaborating with third parties
and scientific institutes to achieve
its CSR goals
With some of our companies, like Deutsche See, we are already

gas emissions (deriving from our boats, processing

taking sustainability to the highest possible level. Offering fresh

units, cold storing and offices), the packaging of

and convenience products in a sustainable way,: by cutting

our goods and corresponding waste streams and

carbon emissions, optimizing social compliance in the supply

the transport needed for distribution. We can also

chain and by thinking circular. Salmon is a very important

measure our positive impact, for example new

product for Deutsche See, and because all residual flows of

products or fishing methods that we develop, energy
we save or waste we recycle.
We want to measure both impact areas over time,

“We have turned our boats into real-time,
floating research platforms and creating
shared value out of our growing knowledge.”

the salmon processing are used for alternative ends, waste
streams are minimized. Also, because of the reduction in
demand for plastic packaging, Deutsche See was able to cut
its plastic footprint by 70%. In addition they are running an

to monitor our footprint and create insight in the

innovation program to preserve a portfolio of products without

positive value we create.

using preserving chemicals, such as cold smoked fish and hot
smoked fish. Deutsche See collaborates to a large extend with
third parties and research institutes to invest in research and

4. Research, innovation and partnerships

innovation projects to reach their CSR goals.

We firmly believe that progress can be made only
when different stakeholders in the sector work
together, learn from each other and set up projects

Examples of sustainable partnerships of Deutsche

and guidelines in order to achieve sustainable

See in Germany

operations, at sea and on shore. PP Group is as active
member embedded in a network of local, regional,

ELoFoS

national and international organizations, like the PFA,

To reduce food waste in the Out of Home market in Germany,

Orthongel and AIPCE-CEP. The PFA was among the

the German government funded the project ELoFoS (Efficient

first ship-owners associations in the world to recruit

Lowering of Food Waste in the Out-of-Home Sector) in which

a senior scientific officer as part of the ambition to

Deutsche See collaborates with client Maritim Hotels to

set a new standard of industry collaboration with

optimize their supply chain and to collect data on waste and

science and research communities. Orthongel is at

waste streams in the supply chain. Deutsche See aims to track

the forefront to further improve the sustainability of

the reasons for disposal of waste at various locations in the

the tuna fishery with projects in areas like scientific

hotel business. Then, it aims to optimize the supply chain,

research, data collection, and biodegradable FADs.
AIPCE-CEP is a European processors and trade
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5. A supply chain approach
As PP Group we want to contribute to healthy oceans

so that food waste will be minimized. The reduction will be evaluated and monitored, and

and a healthy planet by one integrated approach. As

makes a great case to avoid food waste on a larger scale in the country. The costs of avoiding

such, we have mapped our total supply chain, from

food waste, such as the cost of staff training, are taken into account when evaluating the

vessel to plate, and identified the areas where we can

waste avoidance measures and the bottom line impact the project can make. Also Deutsche

make sustainable impact in the most effective way.

See will proof the extent to which we can transfer its findings to other (out-of-home) sectors.

The first part of the supply chain – at sea – has been

A great example of how a partnership between two food companies can lead to less food

captured in the first CSR pillar “Healthy oceans”. And

waste and a transformation of the Out Of Home market in Germany.

the second part of the supply chain – on land – is
reflected in the second pillar “Healthy planet”. As such

Green Nudging

both pillars are highly connected and serve the overall

Project Green Nudging aims to help companies to improve their energy- and power balance.

CSR mission of PP Group.

In the pilot phase, Deutsche See was one out of ten companies selected to participate in the
project in the Bremen/Bremerhaven area. Together, four simple issues were identified to
save costs and decrease our environmental impact. These are:
1. Garbage cans in the production plants: Our employees often didn’t 		
separate the waste in a correct way. The consequence is: high costs 		

AT SEA

ON LAND

Sustainable management of resources

Durable supply chain optimization

OUR CONSUMERS

invoiced by our waste management partner and polluted waste streams. 		
We improved the identification of the particular garbage cans and wait to
see the results.
2. Heating in our Stuttgart branch: After we installed a modern thermostat 		
system with central software, we were able to turn off the radiators

DEMERSAL

STORAGE

LOCAL FISH
MARKETS

overnight. Our plan is to extend this system into our other branches.
3. Gate control system in our Bremerhaven production plant. A very noisy 		
and disturbing sound prevents employees from leaving the gate open, 		
which leads to a significant stabilization of room temperature.
4. Temperature Smileys in several warehouses show everyone at first sight if

PELAGIC

everything is ok.
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PROCESSING

SUPERMARKETS

AND PACKING

SHRIMP

DISTRIBUTION

RESTAURANTS

TUNA

MANAGEMENT

ZOOS
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CSR programs
The overview on the next page presents our three CSR programs, our goals and focus
areas. To emphasise, with these three programs we can build a strong foundation for a
sustainable future. As a group of different companies with different products and core
processes, we do recognise however, that there will be differences in focus between the

HEALTHY OCEANS:

HAPPY PLANET:

HAPPY PEOPLE:

Sustainable resource management

Durable supply chain optimization

Product innovation to enhance
human wellbeing

Optimize our efforts to conserve,
sustainably use and protect the ocean
resources at all levels within our scope of
activities. While doing so, increase
transparency throughout our supply chains.

Contributing to an environmentally
sustainable planet, by minimizing the
negative effects of our activities on the
environment and climate. How? By focusing
on durable supply chain optimization.
Reducing our energy use, GHG emissions
and waste footprint are central to achieve
this.

Enabling all stakeholders inside and outside
our organization to optimize their working
and living standards and invest in their
wellbeing and development.

different companies. We embrace these differences and encourage and facilitate our
companies to translate this group CSR strategy to their own focused CSR program.

To our consumers we offer affordable,
healthy, high protein, food every day. For
our own people, we are creating a safe and
healthy workplace.
We strive towards a circular business model.
The target is to reach an optimal yield
utilizing fish in a variety of products.

LONG TERM GOAL:



Striving towards even more
sustainable certified companies

SUB-GOALS





Increased human wellbeing with our
products

offices



Maximize employee safety and
satisfaction



Striving towards improvement of
sustainable waste treatment




Increasing of sustainable packaging
Expand renewable energy at group
level

SUB-GOALS

Maintain full traceability of all our
products





Research and innovation
partnerships

Energy-efficiency optimization via
energy audits





Improvement of sustainable
procurement

Annual carbon measurement at
company level





Reduction of waste and water
pollution on board

Enlarging waste water treatment in
processing facilities



Sustainable packaging and plastic
reduction




Sustainable fisheries

Energy efficiency from catch to plate

Innovation and research

COMPLIANCE AREAS




FOCUS AREA:



Sustainable sourcing
Pollution and waste at sea

READ MORE: CHAPTER 3

COMPLIANCE AREAS




LONG TERM GOALS:

Focus on improvement of carbon
neutral processing factories and



FOCUS AREAS:

22

LONG TERM GOALS:

Carbon emission management
Waste and water in processing

READ MORE: CHAPTER 4

SUB-GOALS




Sustainable product innovation




Minimize work accidents




Ensuring food safety

Rolling out Health and Safety policies
per country
Social compliance and risk
management
Ensuring fair wages

FOCUS AREAS:




Food safety and security
Product innovation and circular
business

COMPLIANCE AREAS





Health and safety
Labor conditions
Economic development

READ MORE: CHAPTER 5
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Sustainable Development Goals

HEALTHY OCEANS:

HAPPY PLANET:

HAPPY PEOPLE:

sustainable resource management

durable supply chain optimization

product innovation to enhance
human wellbeing

With our CSR strategy we support the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG’s) that provide a framework for government agencies, civil society, the private sector
and citizens all over the world to work together on creating a more sustainable future. The
following SDGs are most relevant for our business:

THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

12. RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION
AND CONSUMPTION:

12. RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION
AND CONSUMPTION:

2. ZERO HUNGER:

Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns

Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns

End hunger, achieve food security and
improved nutrition and promote sustainable
agriculture

14. LIFE UNDER WATER:

13. CLIMATE ACTION:

3. GOOD HEALTH AND WELLBEING:

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans,
seas and marine resources for sustainable
development

Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being
for all at all ages

Healthy oceans
Happy planet
Happy people

16

1

17

2

15

3

14

4

13

5
6

12
11

10

9

8

8. DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH:
Promote sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent work for
all

7

10. REDUCED INEQUALITIES:
Reduce inequality within and among
countries

12. RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION
AND CONSUMPTION:
Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns

24
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Healthy oceans

26

Sustainable management of resources
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A sustainable business for us means to manage and contribute to the health of our
oceans. We believe human wellbeing goes hand in hand with the wellbeing, protection
and conservation of our most important ecosystems. Our endeavour is to maintain the

With this CSR program we focus on our activities at
sea and how we can make these more sustainable

quality of life that the oceans offer us. This means we need to revise how we see, treat

AT SEA

and manage oceans, seas and marine resources. This is directly related to one of the

Sustainable management of resources

sustainability goals that is closest to our heart and business: SDG 14 Life below water.
We see many positive developments and initiatives that are protecting our oceans.
Vulnerable marine areas are increasingly being protected and responsibly used; policies
are in place to encourage the responsible use of resources; and people all over the world

DEMERSAL

PELAGIC

SHRIMP

TUNA

are supporting projects. The share of the fish stocks that is managed sustainably in
the North East Atlantic Ocean continues to increase and the fishing pressure has been
reduced almost by half over the period 2003 – 2018. At the same time, it is our ambition as
PP Group to take the protection of marine biodiversity to a higher level. The first pillar of
our CSR strategy responds to this with optimized efforts to conserve, sustainably use and
protect the ocean resources and marine ecosystems.
Keeping our coastal ecosystems and oceans healthy, doesn’t only positively affect
biodiversity underwater. It also helps us to prevent and mitigate the effects of climate

Focus areas:
•

Sustainable fisheries

•

Research and innovation

change on the planet. Oceans capture carbon for their development. Just think about it:
mangroves, seagrass beds and salt marshes store ten times more carbon than continental
forests. With this strategy we both support life below water, and above. We believe oceans
play an incredibly important role for all human beings on earth.

Compliance areas
•

Sustainable sourcing

•

Pollution and waste at sea

CSR STRATEGY

“Oceanic health is so important to us, because it supports



STRIVING TO ENSURE THAT ALL FISHERIES IN WHICH VESSELS OF PP
GROUP OPERATE ARE CERTIFIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH A SUSTAINABLE
STANDARD



MAINTAIN FULL TRACEABILITY OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS

2. INNOVATION AND RESEARCH
FOR SUSTAINABLE FISHERY



ESTABLISHMENT OF A GROUP WIDE INNOVATION CENTER

3. SUSTAINABLE SOURCING






COMPANY-WIDE SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT SYSTEM LAUNCHED



PROTOCOL FOR SUSTAINABLE SHIP DESIGN DESIGNED AND ROLLED OUT
IN THE GROUP




IMPLEMENT WASTE POLICY ON SHIPS

1. SUSTAINABLE FISHERY

marine biodiversity and both life below water and on
land.”

4. PREVENTING POLLUTION AND
WASTE AT SEA

28

GOALS 2030

SIGNED CODE OF ETHICS BY BUSINESS PARTNERS
COMPANYWIDE IMPLEMENTATION OF CODE OF CONDUCT
STRENGHTEN OUR JOINED PROGRAMS WITH PARTNERS/SUPPLIERS

COMPLIANCE WITH MARPOL PRINCIPLES TO DECREASE AIR/WATER
POLLUTION TOWARDS ZERO POLLUTANT RELEASE
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Sustainable fishery

Our goal
The fishing industry always looks for innovative

What are we doing to realise
sustainable fisheries?

gear technologies to minimize the impact of

with the following international obligations of the
Union:

Sustainable fishing means leaving enough

fishing on the marine ecosystem. The projects

fish in the ocean, respecting habitats and

that derive from the industry increase selectivity,

1. Working towards certification of all our

ensuring people who depend on fishing

reduce discards, provide better knowledge

fisheries

10 December 1982 on the Law of the

can maintain their livelihoods. In fisheries,

and improve survival of by-catch species.

PP Group strives to ensure that all fisheries in

Sea, to which the European Union

the concept of maximum sustainable

The avoidance of catching undersized fish or

which vessels of PP Group operate are certified

is a contracting party, provides for

yields is used to assess the safe and

non-commercial species has contributed to the

in accordance with a sustainability standard.

conservation obligations, including

healthy size of fish stocks. It states how

preservation of biodiversity. It is our goal to

Although fisheries can be sustainable without

maintaining or restoring populations

much can be caught sustainably each year.

support this and to “preserve the capital and

certification, achieving sustainability certification

of harvested species at levels

This is logically no more than the natural

only to catch the interest”. We want to fish in

gives independent recognition of the sound

which can produce the maximum

growth of the fish population. This is how

such a way that fish stocks and their natural

management of our fisheries and allows for

sustainable yield (MSY).

fishing can be continued in the long term

habitats remain healthy and productive. This is

credible claims of sustainability. It means that

without damaging the fish stock.

the only way in which we can continue to meet

the target stock is in a healthy condition,; that the

Sustainable Development held in

the demand of present and future generations.

impact of our fishing activities on the ecosystem

New York in 2015, the European

is minimal; and that our fishery is managed well.

Union and its Member States

In accordance with the Marine Stewardship

Finally, it means that future generations are likely

committed themselves, by 2020, to

Council, we follow three sustainable fishing

to benefit from this valuable source of food and

effectively regulate harvesting, to

principles:

income. An overview of our certifications can be

end overfishing, illegal, unreported

found on our website.

and unregulated fishing and

1. Sustainable and healthy fish stocks:

•

•

The United Nations Convention of

At the United Nations Summit on

destructive fishing practices,

Are enough fish left in the ocean?

Our activities:

and to implement science-based

Fishing must be at a level that ensures

Project plan/planning for sustainability

management plans, in order to

it can continue indefinitely and the fish

certification of remaining fisheries.

restore fish stocks, in the shortest

population can remain productive and
healthy.
2. Minimizing environmental impact and

time feasible time, at least to levels
Our goal:

that can produce MSY as determined

Striving to ensure that all fisheries in which

by their biological characteristics.

keeping the ocean healthy: What are

vessels of PP Group operate are certified in

the impacts of our activities? Our fishing

accordance with a sustainable standard.

The Common Fisheries Policy contributes to

activities must be managed carefully so

the protection of the marine environment, the

that other species and habitats within the

sustainable management of all commercially

ecosystem remain healthy and robust.
3. Effective fisheries management: Are

30

rules of the Common Fisheries Policy are in line

2. Compliance with legal framework

exploited species and the achievement of good

Being an EU based enterprise, the regulatory

environmental status.

our operations well managed? We

framework under which we operate and have

comply with relevant laws and follow

to adhere to, can be classified as one of the

Overexploitation of commercially exploited

best practices in relation to fisheries

most ambitious, sophisticated, stringent and

species is prevented by the establishment of

management, governance and

transparent in the world. A good example of

catch limits. These catch limits are based on

transparency.

this is the European common fishery policy. The

the best scientific advice from advisory bodies
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•

As partner of the PFA, we are involved

4. Supply chain transparency and fighting

PP Group consider tracking and tracing systems

technical measures framework applies to all

in developing gear technology and

Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU)

to be an essential element in addressing

fisheries. Technical measures are a broad set

acoustic technology to prevent by-catch.

fishing

different issues in relation to the seafood

of rules which govern how, where and when

Read more about this in these research

PP Group has taken the lead to certify the

industry and all companies of PP Group have a

fishermen may fish. To ensure that the rules

documents.

fisheries in which it is involved against the MSC

sophisticated traceability system. Traceability

We develop and apply turtle and finfish

criteria, which by definition means no IUU fish

is a key control mechanism in preventing IUU

practice, the policy includes a control system with

escape panels and devices, and try to

in its fishing operations. The company has

products entering our supply chain. Moreover,

the necessary tools to enforce them.

lower the catch of rays in the fishery

a documented authenticity risk assessment

our robust tracing system provides us with a tool

on seabob shrimps in Guyana and

and action plan in order to maximize the

to comply with current and future regulations

Suriname.

safeguarding of legality and integrity. Apart from

in areas such as environment, fisheries, labor,

We switched to non-entangling fishing

this, as part of the sourcing policy there is a

labelling of food products, or food safety.

and control of a management authority: either

aggregating devices (FADs), in the tuna

strong shift towards MSC certified raw materials

the EU and its member states, or other Coastal

fishery. We work on escape panels for

for the parts of the company that process and

States in the N E Atlantic (such as Norway and

by-catch species.

sell fish (Heiploeg, Ouwehand and Deutsche

We follow and comply with the

See). Moreover, as an EU based company

Trace (IUU) policy with minimum

NAFO/ICCAT/IOTC/SPRFMO). In the legislations of

standards by the International Seafood

we need to comply with the EU regulatory

requirements that every fishery

these management authorities specific protection

Sustainability Foundation.

framework (Regulation (EC) No. 1005/2008).

needs to apply.

We developed a new selective trawl in

This regulation establishes a Union system to

Germany for the horse mackerel fishery.

prevent, deter and eliminate illegal, unreported

We adapt our fishing patterns

and unregulated fishing. When operating in

continuously in order to prevent

the convention areas of RFMOs, the company

by-catch and use nets with larger mesh

complies with the IUU measures adopted by

size than prescribed in regulations.

these RFMOs. All our fishing activities outside

We ensure that ghost fishing does not

EU-waters: In the EEZ of third countries whether

ecoystems

occur: we do not leave any nets in the

or not covered by a bilateral agreement, in RFMO

Fishing is a human activity, and therefore has,

ocean, as these may pose threats to the

areas, in the high seas not under RFMOs, must

like all human activities, an impact on the

health of our oceans and marine life.

be specifically authorized by the Flag Member

We respect marine protected areas to

State. Authorizations are to be granted under

avoid irreversible damage. With our sustainable

contribute to zero mortality of protected

predefined conditions. Regulation (EC) No.

fishing practices, we catch our fish according to

species.

1224/2009 establishes a Community control

We catch tuna with purse seines on the

system for ensuring compliance with the rules of

commit ourselves for continuous improvement

surface and this gear is never in contact

the Common Fishery Policy. Our tuna company

to make our fishing more selective, and further

with the seabed habitats.

CFTO complies with the relevant provisions of

such as ICES. Besides the catch limits, a so called

of the Common Fisheries Policy are followed in

•

In all places of the world where the company has
fishing operations it is done under the auspices

the Faroe Islands) and/or under a RFMO (NEAFC/

of endangered species and/or sensitive

•

•

•

ecosystems has been incorporated. The company
and all its affiliated companies, of course, obey

•

the existing rules, in this respect.

3 .Preservation of healthy marine

ecosystem. Our goal is to limit this impact and to

sustainability standards and requirements. We

reduce by-catches.

•

•

•

Our activities:
•

Develop and roll-out a Track and

Our goal:
•

Maintain full traceability of all our
products.

the conservation measures and commitments
adopted by the International Seafood

We do this by initiating and participating in many

Sustainability Foundation.

activities, including:
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Research and innovation

Our goal

we are involved in numerous highly relevant

As PP Group, we are making a valuable

sustainability research and innovation projects.

contribution to these initiatives, turning our

The most important ones for our CSR strategy

We believe system change can only

boats into real-time, floating research platforms

and ambition include:

happen when different stakeholders in

and creating shared value out of our growing

the sector work together, learn from each

knowledge.

other and set up projects and guidelines

fisheries, among which by:
•

programme for the fisheries on
Greenland halibut and redfish.

•

PelAcoustics project.

This programme, just like the

•

Species ID project – developing tools

self-sampling in relation to the

for species discrimination.

pelagic fisheries, consists of the

for sustainable fishery. Therefore, we are
an active member with many different

What are we doing to invest in

•

Year of the mackerel project.

recording of haul information,

initiatives such as the Pelagic Freezer-

research and innovation

•

Self-sampling the pelagic fleet.

recording species compositions per

trawler Association (PFA), Orthongel and

for a sustainable fisheries?

•

Fish condition project.

haul and regularly taking random

Europeche.

1.Research and innovation initiatives as
member of Orthongel and the PFA

length samples.
Read more about these projects in this Report on

•

2019 PFA Research Projects.

Conducting research into the door
design and position (moving to a
semi-pelagic trawl door). These

Orthongel undertakes numerous initiatives

semi-pelagic trawl doors are higher

aimed at further improving the overall

2. Sustainable fishery on Atlantic Seabob

and shorter, reducing drag, and

sustainability of the Atlantic Ocean and Indian

shrimp in Guyana and Suriname

reducing contact area with the

Ocean tuna purse seine fishery, such as:

The bottom trawl fishery for Atlantic Seabob

seabed. The project is called: ‘Pelagic

shrimp Xiphopenaeus kroyeri in Guyana and

trawl doors for demersal fisheries’.

•
•
•
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Establishing a self-sampling

•

Development programme for a

Suriname uses trawls equipped with both a

biodegradable FAD in 5 stages.

Turtle Excluder Device (TED) and a Bycatch

all vessels for faster identification

Set up of an observer coverage

Reduction Device (BRD). The BRD is a Square

of by-catches, with the intention

programme.

Mesh Panel (SMP). We participate in research

of further reducing mortality of

Establishment of a framework

projects to further improve the selectivity of this

by-catches.

agreement for scientific and

fishery, by modifying the net configuration, TEDs

technical cooperation focused,

and/or BRDs.

•

Supplying of identification guides to

Providing data by all vessels on i) any
known interactions with vulnerable

among other things, on improving

marine ecosystems (e.g. any

the understanding of marine

relevant benthic species attached

ecosystem functioning and

3. Sustainable fisheries on demersal

to the trawl) and ii) the location of

identifying and where necessary

species in the North Atlantic Ocean by

fishing activities, so that possible

mitigating ecosystem impacts by

Doggerbank Seefisherei

interactions can be evaluated with

fishing.

Our German company Doggerbank Seefisherei is

more precision and maps can be

active in the fisheries on demersal species (cod,

produced in order to protect the

The Pelagic Freezer-trawler Association (PFA)

haddock, saithe, redfish, and Greenland halibut)

vulnerable areas.

does research and works with scientific

in the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean. Most

organisations all over the world to maintain a

of these fisheries are certified against the MSC

sustainable fishery for pelagic fish stocks, both

criteria and Doggerbank Seefisherei is very active

now and in the future. As a member of the PFA,

to further improve the sustainability of these
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Our activities:
•
•

PFA and Greenpeace

Set up Expert group for Research

Also, under the wings of the Pelagic Freezer-

and Innovation in Sustainability.

trawler Association and with the mediation of the

Set-up new collaborations or

Dutch employer organization VNO-NCW, in 2016

partnerships for innovation and

we signed an agreement with Greenpeace on a

We recognize that animal welfare is a topic that is receiving more and more attention in the

further improvement in selectivity.

sustainable pelagic fishery. Key elements of this

public debate. While scientific research for the sustainable management of fish populations

agreement are:

dates back many decades, scientific research into the welfare of fish is still in its infancy. This

Our goal:
•

Continue participating in research

Animal welfare

makes fish welfare, at this moment, a complicated and often emotional topic. Developments
•

and innovation partnerships.
•

Agreement to sustainable pelagic

in science and in the social debate are closely monitored in, among others, the Sustainability

fishery activities.

Committee of the Dutch Fish Federation and the European Aquaculture Advisory Council

Agreement to promotion of sustainable

(AAC). In addition to our willingness to enter into a constructive dialogue with stakeholders, we

pelagic fishery activities by:

have already gone a step further:

•

4. Collaboration and knowledge
exchange

Intensifying scientific research (with
contribution of the PFA).

•

Our aim is to share the knowledge that we have

•

Heiploeg initiated the current GLOBALG.A.P. aquaculture standard. This standard

Taking the European Common Fishery

sets strict criteria for animal welfare. Heiploeg is a member of GLOBALG.A.P.

gained in our “sustainable fishery” program with

Policy as basis for the pelagic fishing

Aquaculture.

our partners and suppliers. For example, we

activities.
•

work together with these partners on fishery

•

Antibiotics have not been an issue in Norwegian fish farming for a long time.

Carrying out pelagic fishing activities

Salmon are mainly vaccinated, which means that antibiotics are no longer used

improvement projects, on the application of new

on the basis of sustainable fishing

preventively. In general, the health of the fish is controlled by both veterinarians

nets or tracking and tracing initiatives. Fishery

agreements (in the waters of third

and the Norwegian Food Administration. In addition, extensive testing for

improvement projects work towards meeting

countries).

antibiotics is carried out by manufacturers, exporters, importers, the EU and

Limiting the pelagic fishing activities

various agencies. Deutsche See also carries out analysis. Over the past 20 years,

in the Northern waters (North Pole) to

neither national nor international food control authorities have been able to

current catching areas.

detect traces of antibiotics in Norwegian salmon.

•

the fisheries sustainability standard set by the
Marine Stewardship Council.

•

The following are important partnerships for
sustainable development in our sector:
•

Not accessing the pelagic fishery in

•

the waters of Antarctica until it is

time. Ultimately, in the interests of animal welfare, we decided many years ago to

proven sustainable.

add frozen lobsters processed using the so-called hyper-baric technique to our

Taking sustainability as major driver

product range as an alternative to selling the living lobsters. This eliminates the

our tuna company CFTO is part of Fishery

in shaping our future and the future

usual boiling of lobsters to loosen the protective membrane that firmly bonds

Improvement Projects for the Eastern Atlantic

of next generations.

meat and carapace. This novel method is particularly hygienic, gentle and fast and

•

As a member organization of Orthongel,

Ocean purse seine tuna fishery and the purse
seine tuna fishery in the Western Indian Ocean.
•

Deutsche See has been intensively engaged in the caging of lobsters for some

Pelagic Freezer-trawler Association (PFA)

saves the lobsters long logistic routes, keeping them in tanks, and death in boiling
Our activities
•

Make overview of all global and

water.
•

In the meantime, through intensive personal education and persuasion of our

(read more under ‘PFA and Greenpeace’).

local initiatives and our role in these

customers, we have managed to increase the proportion of lobsters treated in an

•

Dutch Pelagic Ship-owners Association (RVZ).

initiatives.

animal-friendly manner to almost 80 percent.

•

Fishing for a Clean Sea covenant.

•

Green Deal for Clean Sea.

•
Our goal:
•

Strenghten our joined programs with

Our farmed fishery products are certified according to the GLOBALG.A.P., the Best
Aquaculture Practices and/or the Aquaculture Stewardship Council standards.
These standards include many requirements relating to animal welfare.

partners/suppliers.
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Sustainable sourcing

PP Group and sustainable sourcing
Sustainable procurement means that we take

External dialogue
•

Sustainable sourcing policy PP Group

Roll out of PP Group Sustainable

sustainability into account with purchasing

Sourcing policy amongst all

In our purchasing decisions, we give

We adhere to the AIPCE-CEP Principles

decisions, alongside the conventional

suppliers.

preference to products, services and

for Environmentally Responsible Fish

procurement criteria of price and quality. It helps

Communication on Supplier

suppliers that support the following

Sourcing. ‘Responsible sourcing’ means

us to engage in dialogue with stakeholders and

selection and rating program –

social and environmental objectives:

that we secure long-term sustainable

also with the general public and to emphasize

taking into account social and

sources of fish to provide high quality,

why healthy fish stocks are so important. Our

environmental responsibility.

•

A reduction in carbon emissions.

nutritious food for today’s consumers and

aim is to lower our environmental impact

Annual Code of Ethics Audits.

•

An increase in energy efficiency.

future generations. What ‘responsible’

and ensure regard for social issues, such as

•

A reduction in waste.

means; varies per fishery and between

employment conditions, via our procurement

•

An increase in recycling figures.

fish species. This is set out in the FAO

system. We want to work in partnerships with

Implementation of a company-wide

•

A reduction in water consumption.

Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries

our suppliers to achieve our ambitions and

sustainable procurement system.

•

A reduction in toxic and hazardous

that we comply with. The purpose of the

continually improve our performance over time.

•

•

Our goals:
•
•

Code of Conduct is to set international
•

standards of behaviour for responsible
practices with a view to ensuring the
effective conservation, management and
development of living aquatic resources,

What are we doing to realise
sustainable sourcing?

substances.

Signed code of ethics by business
partners.

•

A reduction in greenhouse gases.

Companywide implementation of

•

An increase in environmentally
friendly coatings.

Code of Conduct.
•

An increase in fair trade products.

•

PP Group strongly opposes

with due respect for the ecosystem and
biodiversity.

practices like illegal employment,

1. Rolling out the Sustainable Sourcing

trafficking and refuses partnerships

policy throughout PP Group

with suppliers that do not comply

We have a sustainable sourcing policy in place,

with minimum standards for

and will focus on the internal rollout and on

their operations, employees and

entering into dialogue about sustainability with

supply chain, in accordance with

our partners.

International Labour Organisation
(ILO) conventions.

Internal rollout
•
•
•

•
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•

PP Group fully supports the fight

Launch PP Group Employee Code of

against illegal, unreported and

Conduct program.

unregulated (IUU) fishing practices

Development of Sustainable

and does not purchase IUU

Procurement.

products.

Code of Ethics toolkit (including

•

PP Group commits it purchasers to

Supplier selection and rating

comply with its ethical purchasing

program and Escalation process).

code.

Company Roadshow.
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Preventing pollution
at sea

Our activities regarding waste

As a large company operating a fleet of

1. All our vessels have to comply with the

vessels, dependent of the sea as source

regulatory framework of MARPOL

of income and our stewardship, the

All our vessels have to comply with the

prevention of pollution at sea is one of our

regulatory framework of MARPOL. This is the

main priorities. The major ship-sourced

International Convention for the Prevention of

pollutants, from an operational

Pollution from Ships, divided into 6 pollution

perspective, are:

areas:

•

Oil and oily residues or mixtures

•

Chemicals and chemical
residues

management on board and ship
design to prevent pollution at sea:

1.

Preventing pollution by oil.

2.

Preventing pollution by noxious
liquid substances in bulk.

3.

Preventing pollution by harmful

•

Sewage

substances carried by sea in 		

•

Garbage

packaged form.
4.

We take sustainable ship and waste
management to a higher level, for example

Preventing pollution by sewage
from ships.

5.

Preventing pollution by garbage

by investing in innovative and green

from ships, prohibiting the 		

technologies and focusing on responsible

discharge of all garbage into the

management of our waste streams: both

sea.

the pollution and waste from fishery

6.

Preventing air pollution from 		

activities, as well as other relevant

ships (setting limits on the 		

on-board activities. All food, domestic

emission of Greenhouse Gasses,

and operational waste, and waste from

including CO2, sulphur oxide (SOx)

discharged fishing gear, is incorporated.

and nitrogen oxide (NOx) from 		

Also, we pay attention to responsible ship

ships).

design, and water and waste policies and
management. These measures enable
us to bring down our impact, related to
our fishing activities and that potentially
threaten the health and viability of fishery
resources, keeping marine ecosystems as
safe and healthy as possible.
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2. On-board waste and wastewater

cargo residues, incinerator ashes, cooking oil,

management

fishing gear, and animal carcasses generated

Every vessel that falls under PP Group has

during the normal operation of the ship. Signing

its own waste policy, including waste water

the Green Deal means that our fishing vessels

procedures. In the coming years, we will intensify

will store waste separately as much as possible

and extend our waste management as this

and deliver it separately in Dutch fishing ports.

plays a crucial role in contributing to healthy

The waste streams that are separated are:

oceans and marine life. The following activities

household waste, the ‘Fishing for litter’ waste

contribute to this ambition:

(waste that is caught as by-catch) and waste from
business operations and fishing gear.

•

Complying with MARPOL’s pollution
prevention plan for each waste type

•

and zone.

4. Marine coatings

Establishment and application of

The marine coatings we use on our vessels

a waste management plan and

comply with high environmental and

register and monitoring of pollutant

occupational health and safety standards.

products and oils.
•

•

•

Management of waste water
treatment on board (bacteriological

5. Own fresh water production

waste water purification system).

All our vessels with a length of more than 45

accidents, lower emissions, less waste, increase

Use of certified agri-food

metres make their own freshwater on board,

the selectivity of our fishing operations and

non-polluting cleaning products for

by means of fresh water generators. These

further improve the quality of the fish and

cleaning tanks.

are among the most important machines on

seafood products. PP Group possess a modern

The marine coatings we use on

board. The fresh water generated is used for

fleet and fleet renewal and modernization

our vessels comply with high

drinking, cooking, washing and even running

allows us for continuous improvements in our

environmental and occupational

other machinery that need fresh water as

activities. Our German flagged vessel, the ‘Mark’,

health and safety standards.

cooling medium. The production of fresh water

was christened in 2015 by the Chancellor of

is done by using the evaporation method: using

Germany, Mrs. Angela Merkel.

Our goals:
•

To initiate the development of an
environmentally friendly ship design.

•

Implementation of a waste policy on
ships.

•

Compliance with marpol principles
to decrease air/water pollution.

seawater and heat, and then seawater for

3. Green Deal for Clean See
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cooling.

PP Group committed itself to the ‘Green Deal

7. Partnerships for clean oceans

for Clean Sea’ - an initiative launched in 2015 by

We are member of the Fishing for a Clean Sea

the Dutch Government aimed at minimizing the

6. Ship design (to prevent pollution at

covenant. Within this covenant we will, together

impact of fisheries on the environment. With the

sea)

with peers and nature and environmental

motto “together for a clean sea”, the Green Deal

Innovation by means of the design of new

organizations, support projects that focus on

focuses on the fifth Marpol area: prevention of

vessels and modernization of existing vessels

responsible waste management on board fishing

pollution by garbage from ships. This principle

enables us to apply best practices and use

vessels.

prohibits the discharge of all garbage into the

state of the art techniques to protect our

sea - domestic and operational waste, all plastics,

people and our planet; to lower the change of
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Happy planet
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Durable supply chain optimization
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The durable supply chain optimization framework of PP Group gives substance to our
stewardship responsibility in relation to the sustainable use of the resources of the planet.
That is why we strive to use these resources as economically and efficiently as possible

With this CSR strategy we focus on our activities at
land and how we can make these more sustainable.

and commit ourselves to continuous improvements to minimize any negative impact of

ON LAND

our activities.

Durable supply chain optimization

There are many upsides here: the fishing industry has
an overall low carbon footprint. Compared to meat, it’s
a sustainable protein source that is in the position to be
a preferred choice to fight climate change. But this only
works if our operations are designed and managed in the

STORAGE

PROCESSING

DISTRIBUTION

MANAGEMENT

AND PACKING

right way, at sea as well as on the land.
This means our sustainability strategy includes optimizing our supply chain: managing
and monitoring our energy consumption and footprint of all our vessels, processing
units, cold storage and offices – and also our logistics. Working on energy-efficiency
helps us approaching our goals on reduced energy consumption. All our activities are
in accordance with all relevant rules and regulations. Beyond that, we pay attention to
market developments and trends that enable us to optimize our sustainability efforts.
The procurement of new and improved engines for our ships is a good example. This is
important because greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) have a serious impact on climate
change and global warming. For PP Groups this is specifically relevant because they also
affect marine life and marine ecosystems.

Focus areas:
•

Energy efficiency from catch to plate

Compliance areas
•

Carbon emission management

•

Waste and water in processing (packaging)

In recent years PP Group also increased the quantity of solar panels at several locations
significantly.
Besides our direct fishing activities, our processing, packaging and storing activities are
the biggest consumers of energy and water and generators of emissions and waste.
To continue responsible operations, this second pillar focuses on improving resource
and energy efficiency, waste reduction and making sustainable practices mainstream
throughout our entire organization.

IMPACT PROGRAMS AND TOPICS
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
MANAGEMENT







Catching
Storage
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REDUCTION OF CARBON FOOTPRINT PER KILO FISH




ANNUAL CO2 MEASUREMENT ON COMPANY LEVEL






LESS FOOD WASTE

Processing

ENERGY AUDITS AND 5-YEAR PLANS FOR PP FACILITIES
EXPAND RENEWABLE ENERGY ON GROUP LEVEL
PROTOCOL FOR SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION LAUNCHED (FOR
CONSTRUCTION and RENOVATION)

Distribution
Management (offices)

CARBON EMISSION MANAGEMENT

“When operations are designed and managed in the right
way, PP Group is in the position to provide sustainable
animal proteins. A preferred choice to combat climate
change.”

GOALS

WASTE AND WATER IN
PROCESSING AND PACKAGING

CO2 NEUTRAL OFFICES AND PROCESSING UNITS BY INVESTING IN
PROJECTS

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
LESS PLASTIC PACKAGING
ENLARGING WASTE WATER TREATMENT IN OUR PROCESSING FACILITIES
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Energy efficiency from
catch to plate

PP Group and energy efficiency and
management

powers our vessels today. We achieve this by

nets. This will be integrated in the

sailing more economically, improving the use

development of new vessels.

Integrating energy efficiency and energy

of installations on board and by switching from

management in our sustainability strategy is of

heavy oil to low-sulphur diesel. The sulphur

rail system to ensures that the fuel

The fishing industry can be part of

major significance. In the past 30 years, heat

emissions of our vessels have fallen considerably

injection and opening / closing of the

the solution to mitigate the effects of

waves have increased by more than 50% and

since 2015. Our vessels have achieved valuable

valves is regulated in a different way,

climate change. It is in fact a low-carbon

globally, ocean temperatures are predicted to

energy savings thanks to the use of innovative

so that the fuel consumption of the

industry. Besides, seafood consumption

increase between 1 and 4°C by 2100. It can be

technologies. In the development of two new

engine remains more linear.

is a great contributor to both the health

said that climate change is having a profound

demersal vessels, innovative engines are

•

Installing LED lighting on the ships.

of people and the planet. For the PP

impact on our planet. For example, its effects are

deployed, that hold records for their extreme

•

Equipping our pelagic ships with the

Group, the biggest challenges relate to

changing the distribution of fish stocks.

efficiency and are certified accordingly.

latest type of trawl doors to keep

Besides being extremely economical with

the net open at the right height for

the development and global availability

•

Using a main engine with a common

of alternative and innovative green

One of our areas of focus is, therefore, exploring

fuel, the engines are quieter and require less

pelagic fishing to use less propulsion

technologies and carbon-neutral fuels and

innovative and green technologies that can

maintenance. On top of this, the engine, the

power.

energy sources. With the serious impact

function as alternative energy sources for our

EcoControl, will realize a significant saving in

greenhouse gases have on our planet, it is

vessels and our plants. Also, we are developing

fuel, which contributes to lowering our carbon

crucial that we use energy and materials

ways for efficiency improvements to reduce the

emissions.

in the most efficient way. We do so in the

impact that we have on the environment every

following areas:

step of the process from catch to distribution.

The great advances in fishing technology enable

implementing new technologies for

In line with this, we want to contribute to the

us to reduce fuel consumption and emission. It

energy-efficient vessels.

Our activities
•

Developing a group-wide policy with
minimum requirements and for

•

1.

Catching

transition to a circular economy, in which we

ensures for smaller displacements of vessels to

2.

Storage

use energy, materials and other resources as

find the fish. Thanks to these developments, the

manual that will help to share

3.

Processing

efficient as possible.

energetic efficiency, or the ton of fish per litre of

knowledge in the group and support

4.

Distributing

fuel, has increased over the years.

other companies to implementing

5.

Managing

Putting together an Energy Efficiency

new technologies for energy-efficient

What are we doing to realize energy

Other initiatives that are being implemented to

efficiency and management?

increase energy efficiency at sea:

fishery practices.
Our goal:

•

1. CATCHING: Implementing new
technologies for energy-efficient vessels

through our fishing plan.
•

results in less resistance of the nets

consistently implementing energy efficiency

in the water and therefore requires

measures on our vessels can lead to significant

less propulsion.
•

•

Reduction carbon footprint per kilo
fish.

Using lighter fishing nets, which

Being an organization our size means that

impact. That is why we are continuously devising
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Optimizing the use of our vessels

Fishing on demersal species with

and implementing creative solutions to save

three smaller nets instead of one big

energy. This is the best way to improve and

one to be able to fish with a smaller

reduce our environmental impact as, there

net surface and less resistance,

is no direct alternative to the fossil fuel that

while optimizing the spread of the
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2. STORING AND PROCESSING: Energy

Due to the state of the art insulation

4. Energy efficiency at our offices

efficient fish processing

of our coldstore in IJmuiden, we have

Integrating sustainability in our entire business

Energy efficiency in our storage and processing

managed to substantially reduce our

means that we include our offices too. These

facilities all over the world is one of our top

energy consumption.

might have a small share in our total energy

priorities. Our Heiploeg factory in Zoutkamp (the

consumption, but we want to practice what we

Netherlands) is a state-of-the-art factory in which

preach. The following energy efficiency measures

numerous technical features are implemented

3. DISTRIBUTING: Sustainable transport

to reduce the impact on the environment.

We also have a great focus on the CO2 footprint

The high efficiency ammonia cooling system

for our transport and logistics.

enables minimization of thermal losses to the

However, we still want to invest in sustainability

environment. The rooftop solar panels minimize

that covers the full scope of our activities,

the need for electricity from the municipal supply

especially since transport is a visible activity

and deliver more than 484 gWh energy –equals

that can raise awareness and inspire others to

the energy consumption of approximately

improve their sustainable transport endeavours.

600 Dutch households. Based on the results

Our company Deutsche See is heavily investing

of the energy efficiency features applied at

in sustainable transport. With electric cargo

the Heiploeg factory, we will implement the

bikes they take care of city deliveries; they have

innovations to our other storing and processing

their own electric trucks and their personnel use

units.

electric bikes to get to work.

will be implemented in our offices:
•

Energy audit and efficiency plan for
our locations.

•

Launch a group-wide energy
efficiency awareness campaign.

•

Encouraging the production of
renewable energy at our facilities.

•

Introduction of LED lightning in all
offices.

•

Developing and launching PP Group
Sustainable Construction protocol.

Our goals:
•

Energy management system: As

For our distribution, we focus on the following

part of the EU Energy Efficiency

three components:

Implementation of protocol for

Stimulate working with logistic

sustainable construction launched

annual energy audits and provides

partners who have extensive

(for construction and renovation).

us with energy efficiency plans

sustainability policies and practices

per unit. Several companies

in place, and for example drive

are even ISO50001 certified like

electric trucks.

EuroBaltic and Deutsche See. With

•

•

Expand renewable energy
production.

•

Disclosure, we work with an energy
consultancy firm that conducts

•

•

Monitoring possibilities and make

their ISO50001 certified energy

use of electric transport of our

management system they are

products. Some companies initiated

decreasing the usage of electricity

a program to stimulate the use

and gas year by year.

of electric bikes. We use as many

Energy monitoring and target

electric forklift trucks as possible to

setting: We measure our energy

load and unload the vessels.

consumption per kilo of fish. Each
of our companies will conduct their

•

Continuously optimize our
intercompany distribution.

own baseline study in 2020 and set
targets to be more energy efficient.
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Carbon emissions
management

Our carbon emissions management
policy
In addition to working towards carbon
reduction via energy-efficiency measures as

Worldwide, more than 25 percent of

described above, we will introduce a uniform

greenhouse gas emissions come from

data collection platform for all companies

food production. On average, seafood

in PP Group. This enables us to get a good

has a smaller carbon footprint than other

understanding of our progress and to report on

animal proteins, because fishing doesn’t

our carbon emission results in our standardized

require farmland or care of livestock. This

report.

does not relieve us of the obligation to
try to minimize our carbon footprint. We

We are able to intervene in the process to take

measure the footprint of our activities,

appropriate steps if considered necessary.

describe our processes, and take on a
continuous base, initiatives and projects
for further improvements. This applies
to our fishing activities, our processing,

What are we doing to realize carbon
emissions management?

storage and logistic processes, and our
offices.

1.

Introduction of a harmonized 		
energy and carbon measurement

Conservation status matters a lot. When

framework for all companies.

populations are healthy, there are more

2.

We will set up a policy to 		

fish in the water, so it takes less time and

continuously increase the 		

less fuel to fill a net. Overfishing leaves

awareness among the people.

fewer fish out there, so it takes more time

3.

We will initiate a study group 		

and energy to catch the same amount.

for the implementation and 		

Abundant fisheries, from a climate change

improvement.

perspective, will be less greenhouse gas
intensive. All else being equal, the more
fish there are, the less energy we need
to catch them. As mentioned before, it is

Our goal:
•

Annual reporting on our carbon
emission policy.

our policy that all the fisheries in which
we operate are certified according to a
sustainability standard.
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Preventing pollution
and waste on land

Reducing waste and circular business
models

Our group-wide activities:
•

Reduction of plastic packaging

Mapping all product innovation and

Since 1996, PP Group has been investing in

Our guiding principle and long-term ambition

circular business initiatives in the

using less plastic packaging. This started with

when it comes to reducing waste is that we

group and develop a group-wide

using plastic packaging more efficiently (using

As PP Group we focus on circular

want to achieve the highest yield possible in

policy and Zero Waste manual that

foil machines to replace the oversized plastic

production, meaning: maximization of

our production processes. This also includes

will help to share knowledge in the

bags) on our pelagic vessels. Then we optimized

the yield of the processed fish as part

the parts which are not suitable for human

group and support other companies

the efficiency of using the foil (thinner foil; using

of our waste management. In 2016, we

consumption. Therefore, our companies are

to also start innovating and

less foil by cutting of the seals tighter to the

signed the Green Deal with which we

increasingly exploring new markets where

contributing to a circular economy.

frozen block of fish: and using wrapping foil

endorsed the efforts to move towards a

previously considered waste can be used and

Measuring our waste footprint

that can be stretched by 300%). At the same

circular economy. Means to do this include

has value as part of a circular business model.

annually throughout the group.

time we innovated towards better recycling

sustainable product policies that support

Promising industries include the pet food

Set up of an innovation division to

methods and using returnable packing systems

circular design and prioritising reduction,

industry, the cosmetics market, pharmaceutical

enhance product development.

for fresh seafood products,- which,at Deutsche

reuse and recycling of materials wherever

market and market for food supplements.

possible. In accordance with the Green

•
•

See only, resulted in a reduction of 2.7 million
Sustainable packaging

expanded polystyrene boxes per year already.

Deal we aim to reduce waste significantly.

For example, we have achieved a 100 % yield in

As a company we are taking steps towards the

We also changed, the packaging of the smoked

We cannot entirely cut out waste, so we

our EuroBaltic factory. And the off cuts are used

use of more sustainable packaging. We initiate

fish assortment from 100% plastic to 95%

aim to recover the economic value of it

to produce fish meal and fish for the pet food

steps to increase the use of recyclable packaging

paperboard packaging. The target is to change

and avoid or minimise the impact it has

industry and aquaculture - a beautiful example

for all our products, as long as this does not

the whole self-service assortment from plastic to

on the environment and climate change.

of circular thinking in our group. Also, recently

endanger the food safety.

eco-friendly packaging.

The targets and measures for packaging

we started selling the heads of the redfish for the

and waste regeneration should contribute

crab fishing.

to this aim. Our water is treated before it
leaves our factories.

At Deutsche See, where salmon is a very

Packing materials form a substantial share of the waste stream connected to the operations of

important product, it is their mission to achieve

our company Heiploeg. For a long time Heiploeg has in place very strict restrictions on packing

zero off cuts. Their credo is that every part of

materials for raw materials, that enable optimal recycling. Packing materials used for the end

a salmon has value. They sell their waste to

products of Heiploeg are currently not recyclable for food safety reasons, – due to the nature

fish oil or pet food producers. And even more

of the perishable chilled products that are produced. These are mostly modified atmosphere

innovative, the skin of the salmon is turned into

packaging composed of laminated plastics in order to present gas-impermeable packing. A new

packaging material or used as material for bags.

development in this area was the testing of a fully biodegradable packing material composed of
lactic acid and starch, thus not plastic. This material has been rigorously tested during 2019 and
will be offered in the near future and retains full quality and food safety guarantees as obtained
with regular plastic packing materials.
Also, for optimal recycling we aim to focus on
mono-materials as much as possible. Our company Profish
for example, aims to pack all its products in mono packaging
by the end of 2020.
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Our company Ouwehand is using a wide range

Water management

Group-wide activities to contribute to

2. Launch sustainable/circular packaging

of PET packing materials, containing up to 25% of

We do not only want to practice sustainable

sustainable (waste) water management:

programs in all processing units, including

recycled materials (R-PET) and Deutsche See has

wastewater management on our vessels, but

reduced its plastic packaging consumption by

also in our production processes. In all our

initiatives and roll out a global policy

70% over the last years. While we are very proud

processing units and coldstores, we make sure

that helps our companies to give

of all these achievements, we keep on focusing

the water we use during processing leaves our

shape to their own activities in this

on areas where we can take additional steps.

factories as clean as it entered. The wastewater

area.

treatment system at Ouwehand is for example

•

•

measurement
•

Developing group-wide goals for
sustainable/circular packaging.

•

Sharing best practices and lessons
learned throughout the group.

Monitor and set targets: We measure
our water use in litres per kilo fish.

3. Ensure wastewater treatment systems

Developing packaging policy

wastewater plants. Water that is discharged at

The water consumption per kilo fish

in all processing units

with maximum sustainability

our Ouwehand treatment plant, easily meets

varies significantly by company and

requirements that have to be rolled

the required water quality standards. Other

depends on the specific product

wastewater management systems

out in PP Group.

advanced techniques in our Ouwehand factory

and processing practices.The water

and monitoring system.

Facilitate learning on sustainable

include:

footprint for our seafrozen pelagic

packaging with PP Group.
•

Identify all wastewater management

even more efficient than regular municipal

Our group-wide activities
•

•

Continuously discussing with

fish is zero, so when compared to
•

suppliers to enhance sustainable
solutions.

•

•

“Since 25 years we already invest in

•

efficient use of plastic and innovating
towards better packaging and recycling
methods.”

Rolling out a group-wide policy on

Our goals:

Defrosting raw materials in air rather

other animal protein sources, it is

•

Less food waste.

than the customary water defrosting.

extremely positive; particularly as

•

Sustainable/circular packaging.

Continuously pasteurisation of cooling

pork and beef are corn and soy-fed;

•

Less plastic packaging.

bath water, instead of permanent water

highly water intensive crops needed

•

Furthur improvement of waste water

exchange.

to produce the meat.

Frozen marinade rags are slowly thawed

•

in cold store without the use of water.

own baseline in 2030 and set targets

Longer production runs which means, it

to be more water efficient each year.

saves cleaning water in between.
Other PP Group companies also invest in
sustainable water management. For example,
EuroBaltic has its own biological water cleaning

“The water footprint for our seafrozen

Other activities to encourage
prevention of pollution and waste on
land in PP Group

system, which cleans 100% of the processing
water to the level of drinking water quality. The
cleaned water is pumped into the BalticSea

1. Initiating food waste reduction programs
•

under control of the German authorities.
Our Heiploeg’s factory in Morocco implemented
a new processing technology whereby the water
use was diminished from ca. 10 litre of chilled

treatment in our processing facilities.

All our companies will conduct their

minimizing the amount of plastic
needed in packaging: resulting in

•

•

Developing group-wide food waste

pelagic fish is zero. This is a great
achievement.
When compared to other animal protein
sources, pelagic fish is extremely
positive. Especially because pork and

reduction policies.

beef are corn and soy-fed: highly water

Sharing best practices and lessons

intensive crops needed to produce the

learned throughout the group.

meat.”

water to exactly 0,8 litre per kilo fish. As this
water is chilled so,, the decrease in energy use is
equally substantial.
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Happy people
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Product innovation
to enhance human wellbeing
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Both our products itself and the way we make our products have the opportunity

Our goals:

to contribute to peoples’ working and living standards and to their wellbeing and

•

Increased human wellbeing with our products.

development.

•

Maximize employee safety and satisfaction.

To our consumers all over the world we offer affordable, healthy, high-protein, food every
day. Our core business activities ultimately contribute to the reduction of hunger, by
working on food security and improved nutrition in less developed communities in the
world, and more specifically in Africa.
In addition, our product is highly valuable for the health industry, used in food

Focus areas:
•

Food safety

•

Food security

•

Product innovation for human wellbeing

supplements and medicines. This is an area where we see many opportunities for our
organisation to make a positive contribution to society.
Within our own organization, PP Group highly values the health, safety and wellbeing of
its broad group of stakeholders. The large base of employees of the different companies
under the group perform a wide range of jobs and they are the indispensable core of

Compliance areas
•

Health and safety

•

Labour conditions

•

Economic development

our business. Offering good labour conditions and caring for employee development
are a central part of a good working place. Additionally, among our most important
stakeholders are our (business) customers and the communities we work with and in. We

IMPACT TOPICS

GOALS

want to take good care of all of these different groups that are inextricably connected to

FOOD SAFETY



MAINTAIN OUR HIGH FOOD SAFETY STANDARD

our organization and day-to-day operations.

FOOD SECURITY



MONITOR KILO FISH SOLD IN LOW INCOME COUNTRIES (OR #
HOUSEHOLDS)

Combining these people-focussed activities under one pillar enables us to make a valuable

PRODUCT INNOVATION FOR
HUMAN WELLBEING



INCREASED HUMAN WELLBEING WITH OUR INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT



MONITOR NUMBER OF JOBS AND FTE IN TOTAL, AND IN LOW INCOME
COUNTRIES

HEALTH AND SAFETY OF OUR
PEOPLE




LAUNCH PP GROUP SAFETY PROTOCOL

FAIR LABOUR CONDITIONS AND
EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT




LAUNCH OF SOCIAL COMPLIANCE SYSTEM AND RISK MANAGEMENT

contribution to various Sustainable Development Goals:
•

We invest in good health and wellbeing of our stakeholders (SDG 3).

•

We contribute to the creation of decent work and economic growth (SDG 8).

•

Our business activities ultimately contribute to the reduction of hunger, by
working on food security and improved nutrition (SDG 2).

•

DECREASE ON BOARD AND ON LAND ACCIDENTS

LIVING WAGE PILOT IN ONE HIGH RISK COUNTRY

We produce food that is accessible and affordable for all (SDG 10).

“Our core business activities ultimately contribute to the
reduction of hunger, by working on food security and
improved nutrition in less developed communities.”
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Food safety

In our industry it is important to ensure the

Food security

Our canned tuna, shrimps and cod can be

right standards for fish handling, processing

found in supermarkets all over the world. Our

and transportation. We therefore make sure

main markets for whole round, frozen at sea

We are in a position to offer only the very

adequate training of our control authority staff

With our range of companies, we

pelagic products, like herring, mackerel, horse

best food products on the market. Taking

is provided by support institutions, and we

offer seafood products for all types of

mackerel and blue whiting are mainly in Africa

every possible measure to ensure. the

ensure channels for feedback from consumers

customers in terms of purchasing power.

(Western Africa and Central Africa) the Middle

safety, nutritional quality and acceptability

are established. Ensuring high standards for

We feel a responsibility for feeding the

East (predominantly Egypt) and Asia. Our

of the delivered foods is on top of our

quality and safety is good economics, minimizing

African people, of which there are around

Dutch herring, prepared in local style, is widely

list. We believe good hygienic practices

losses that result from spoilage, damage to

1 billion spread throughout the continent.

eaten in the cities in Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast

in the handling, manufacturing and

trade and from illness among consumers. One

In addition to selling our products on the

and Nigeria. The same goes for our mackerel,

transportation of fish and fish products,

way to optimize this is in-house monitoring. In

African market, we donate nutritious and

which is smoked to a golden color, and enjoyed

and adequate refrigeration throughout,

our processing facilities we conduct multiple

protein-rich fish products to communities

by Nigerians, Ghanaians and Ivoirians as an

can greatly reduce outbreaks of fish-borne

laboratory tests to ensure food safety. Due to

in these low-income African countries.

essential source of high-quality protein.

illnesses and reduce post-harvest losses.

this we are able to supply many zoos all around
the world, where they require the highest

As a healthy, affordable and easily transformable

standards of food safety.

protein resource, pelagic fish is an extraordinary
product that is enjoyed by people from all

Our companies like Heiploeg, Profish and

cultures and all religions worldwide. Without

Ouwehand have been certified according to

doubt, the development of pelagic fish markets

the major standards on food safety and quality

for human consumption purposes by our

management (BRS and/or IFS). As European

company is a major success story. Thanks to

companies we have to comply with the strict

innovation and decent stewardship, our fish

legal framework on food safety. Many of our

and seafood products can further expand on

value added seafood products can be found on

their role as healthy, affordable source of animal

the shelves of supermarkets. The purchasing

protein for a growing, increasingly urbanized

conditions set by large supermarket chains in the

world population.

field of, for example, food safety are extremely
strict.

On top of this, many communities around the
world depend on the fishing industry for food and

Food safety and quality control are embedded in

income. With increasing population levels and

the policies and procedures of all our companies

challenges such as climate change, sustainable
fishing is vital to safeguard food security and

Our goal:
•

the livelihoods of millions of people around the

Maintaining and further develop our

world. By offering safe, nutritional, healthy and

food safety standard.

affordable seafood and fish products with low
environmental impact in many African countries,
we contribute to this growing challenge. PP Group
started trading fish with Africa over 30 years ago
and, in terms of food security, it has become the
most important market.
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Product innovation
for human wellbeing

Our goal:
•

Increased human wellbeing with our
products (e.g # product innovations,
# products sold).

Healthier fish products
Consumers are increasingly looking for ways
to live a healthy life and fish products are an
important part of a healthy diet. To live up to
these market developments our companies
are increasingly developing as many healthy
products as possible, with less salt and no
additives. The demand for organic products is
growing as well. Our company Deutsche See and
Heiploeg are even recognized market leaders in
developing organic fish products such as organic
shrimps and salmon.
Products for health
As part of our previously described mission to
use every part of our product, we also explore
new ways and sectors where our fish and seafood
products can be of value for people, with a clear
focus on the health industry. Many parts of the
fish and shrimps contain valuable ingredients
of food supplements and pharmaceutical and
cosmetic products, another way for us to put our
product to use with eye on human wellbeing.
Our activities
•

Setting up Product Innovation
for Human Wellbeing under our
innovation division.

•

Sharing best practices and lessons
learned throughout the group.

•

Innovate to develop added value
non-food products.

•

Develop a set of KPIs to measure
the impact of our human-centered
product innovation.
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Health and Safety for our
people

Pelagic Freezer-trawlers manual for our
crewmembers. This document has been

Our activities to realise optimal
health and safety for our people

8.

element of OSH.

distributed as a booklet to not only the
PP Group and health and safety for our

9.

Education and training are 		

crewmembers of our own vessels but also

1. We integrate our occupational health

crucial components of safe, 		

those working for other fishing companies.

and safety principles in everything we do,

healthy working environments.

on board and on land:

people

10. A system of inspection must be

Since 2015, we started implementing a

in place to secure compliance with

A healthy and safe workplace means

software system on our vessels to easily

Occupational safety and health (OSH) principles

that we offer fair terms and conditions

look up safety instructions and report

of PP Group

of employment, occupational health

accidents for our vessels. The system

and safety and personal development

1.

OSH policies.

The objective of our OSH policies

For more information read the latest Safety

includes safety, training, maintenance

is that work should take place in

Handbook for Guyana and Surinam.

opportunities for our people. We want to

procedures and orders, and it has a

a safe and healthy environment,

make sure that every person that works

database for all certificates of a vessel.

focused at both prevention and

for one of our companies is protected in

protection.

the workplace; by trying our upmost to

2.

reduce any risk.
Involved, proud and enthusiastic
employees are of great importance to us.
Therefore, we want to invest in our people

Management processes within 		
PP Group promote safety and 		

“Involved, proud and enthusiastic

3.

•

Rolling out our OSH, fair labor and

health at work.

employee development policies in all

The following OSH management

countries.

cycle is used at the appropriate

employees are of great importance to

Our group-wide activities

•

Investigate the opportunities of

level: a) Policy, b) Organizing, c)

developing a group-wide software

Planning and implementation, 		

system to make sure all companies

in a positive way and provide safe and

us. Therefore, we invest in our people

pleasant working and living conditions

in a positive way and provide safe and

d) Evaluation and e) Action for 		

will report on health and safety in

for our employees that are supportive to

pleasant working conditions.”

improvement.

the same way, as well as keeping

Risk assessments at the 		

track of illnesses and (near)

processes within our Group promote

appropriate level form the basis

accidents.

safety and health at work.

for the OSH policies.

good health and wellbeing. Management

4.

5.

Continuous improvement and the

PP Group has a full-time safety and

application of best practices in the

2. We prioritize health and safety

security coordinator to ensure that

field of OSH is our aim.

measures on the work floor

The collection and dissemination

All companies belonging to PP Group have

safety coordinator is specialized in the

of accurate information in 		

safety manuals, risk assessments and safety

fishing industry (both fishing vessels and

relation to OSH is central to the

committees to reduce the risks to workers from

production plants) and is consulted by

establishment and enforcement of

hazardous conditions. These documents do not

others in our sector as well. Our safety

effective OSH policies.

only apply to our own employees, but are also

Effective communication in 		

applied to and respected by anyone visiting and/

Pelagic Ship-owners Association (of which

general and on unsafe working

or working at our locations.

several of PP Group’s companies are

situations and near miss accidents

Before starting the first day of work the

members) with the composition of the

in particular, is vital to improve 		

new employees receive safety instructions.

Occupational Risks per Workplace for

OSH.

These can be given in a team or one-on-one.

safety remains priority number one. Our

coordinator has also assisted the Dutch
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Health promotion is a central 		

6.

7.
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Examples are the familiarization of the pelagic

In addition to the abovementioned there are

vessels belonging to PP Group and the safety

also trained colleagues available at our facilities

instructions of Ouwehand Visverwerking.

who receive special training in order be able to

Employees also receive Personal Protective

provide colleagues and visitors with first aid.

Fair labour conditions
and employee
development

Equipment (PPE) such as; work clothes, life

PP Group on fair labour conditions
and employee development
Fair labour conditions
As a sizeable organization we are aware of the

jackets, safety boots, helmets and other

Health and safety at Heiploeg

The pursuit of economic growth through

responsibilities we have to contribute to fair

equipment in order to be able to safely perform

The health and safety instruction videos that

employment creation and income

labour conditions and employee development.

their jobs.

our company Heiploeg uses, is meant for every

generation should be balanced with

We aim to create a good, fair and inclusive

single staff member to see and is completed by

protection for basic rights of workers. For

working environment. Part of this is acting in

Examples of the mechanisms the companies

passing a written test. There are standard safety

any business, the workforce is a valuable

accordance with our HR policy statement that is

have in place are the following documents:

elements, such as ear protection and protective

asset, and a sound worker-management

adjusted to the size of our workforce.

The Fleet Incident Analysis made

footwear. There is however much more to add

relationship is a key ingredient to the

by our safety coordinator has

on health and safety. A special team of 20+

long-term sustainability of the enterprise.

been implemented on board of all

employees is assigned to a voluntary ‘Company

employees and workers at all times. It makes

our pelagic and demersal fishing

Distress Team’. This team is trained in evacuation

them aware of the working conditions and terms

vessels. This document is reviewed

procedures, first aid, fire extinguishing and the

of employment, including: wages, benefits,

with the board members and the

relevant hazardous chemicals. The team is also

working hours, overtime arrangements and

crewmembers of the vessels.

familiarized in detail with all the issues in both

compensation, leave for illness, maternity,

Circular letters includes instructions

the automatic fire detection system as well as

vacation. It also includes respecting a collective

such as “ how to attach loads on

the ammonia detection system connected to

bargaining agreement with a workers’

board a vessel”.

the cooling system. Another prominent system

organization if there is such an agreement. Our

The risk assessment made for the

safeguarding the health of Heiploeg employees

employees have the right to associate freely and

Pelagic and Demersal fleet and

is the Legionella Prevention Plan. Due to the

to bargain collectively, by forming and joining

accompanying Safety-Instructions.

nature of the processes and factory, where

workers’ organizations or through alternative

Each plant has its own risk analysis

elaborate pipelines with water and spraying

means, which should never be discouraged.

and action plan.

with water (cleaning) is daily occurring, the risk

The policy also states how discrimination is

Safety instructions specified for each

profile of the factory is higher than average, for

prevented and equal opportunities throughout

factory as the health and safety risks

which an elaborate control system is in place.

the organization are offered, to contribute to

may be different in each location.

Also worthwhile to mention is that mechanized

the fair treatment of employees. Employment

Special safety instructions for

transport vehicles are only to be used by

that is economically exploitative or harmful

work on the quays in the ports

staff with a corresponding certificate for safe

such as child and forced labour is at all times

where our vessels are loaded and

operation of these vehicles.

prohibited. We strive to ensure that all principles

•

•

•

•
•

•

unloaded. This includes instructions
on how to work with and around
forklifts, warning signs and good-

The policy will be communicated to all

in our human resource policy are safeguarded
Our goals:
•

housekeeping.
•

throughout the supply chain.

Further develop and implement PP
Group health and safety protocol.

To protect workers we ensure all workers in our

Further decrease on board

own operations and supply chains have contracts

accidents.

that comply with core ILO standards, signed by
the director of the company, and written in a
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language they understand. The labour contracts

1. Employee engagement:

understand that flexibility is in order when it

•

of all our employees have contracts that are

Employee engagement is based on trust,

comes to the work-life balance of our employees.

legally binding in the country of work.

integrity, two way commitment and

We give our employees – both women and men -

communication between an organization

the means to combine their private life with their

A diverse workplace

and its members. It is an approach

work.

We support a diverse workplace and leverage

that increases the chances of business

the effects of diversity to achieve a competitive

success, contributing to organizational

It goes without saying that there is zero tolerance

important in our sector. Having a focus on

business advantage. Employees from different

and individual performance, productivity

for sexual harassment and gender-based

practices and policies to protect the rights of

backgrounds work together to form the driving

and well-being.

violence within PP Group. We have several

our employees and the employees in our supply

company confidants in place and employees may

chain is important to PP Group. One of the

approach one of our company physicians.

core beliefs of PP Group is that our employees

force for the sustainable growth of PP Group.

2. Company confidence:

Launch of social compliance system
and risk management.

2. Labour conditions
Social compliance is becoming increasingly

This diverse body of employees is a valuable

We believe that a company culture,

resource for the company. We place great

embracing diversity and inclusion,

are vital to our successes and this goes

importance on establishing a workplace where

plays a central role in the overarching

hand in hand with fair labour conditions and

employees can demonstrate their potentials to

confidence of the company. Allowing

the fullest. That is why PP Group places great

the organization to become a larger

value on respecting and promoting diversity and

platform for innovation, creativity and a

inclusion. These themes have grown into cultural

variety of perspectives.

phenomena that directly affect the bottom line.

3. Attracting talent:

Our activities to realise fair
labour conditions and employee
development

employee development. There are many ways
to achieve fair labour conditions and employee
development and therefore our initiatives can
vary from country to country and also between

1. Rolling out labour policy in all countries

companies.

In the light of diversity and inclusion, the three

we are continuously looking for talented

All the principles related to fair labour conditions

key values of PP Group are the following:

and driven staff. We are internationally

and employee development in our policy are

PP Group will continue to audit the companies

oriented and diverse in terms of age,

put to practice on a company-level. This is the

in its supply chain with regards to social

gender and education. We believe that

responsibility of the HR teams of the different

compliance. These audits will not only take place

diversity is what drives better insights,

companies. They are in contact with each other

via telephone, video conferences and e-mail

better decisions and better products.

on a regular basis. These HR teams will report

but will also take place in the factories, offices

the activities and programs to the management

and other facilities of our suppliers, so there

team.

is direct contact between our employees and

Gender equality within PP Group
Our fisheries business has been a predominantly
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Our goal:

the employees in our supply chain. The various

male dominated business for many years. For

Child and forced labour

systems that PP Group companies currently have

a family owned company such as PP Group

A zero-tolerance topic for PP Group is child

in place for this will be harmonized in order to

however, women are a natural part of our

and forced labour. Forced and child labour is

create a single platform for this important part of

family. Our female employees receive the same

an industry-wide issue with no quick or easy

PP Groups social responsibility.

opportunities for schooling and professional

solution. We recognise the widespread concern

development within the company. Our female

and have integrated this as a zero-tolerance

All companies comply with the International

employees step on a forklift truck to work in

matter in our own business operations and in

Labour Organizations fundamental conventions.

the port alongside their male colleagues, but

our Code of Ethics to increase awareness on

These include principles such as the freedom

they also join the management table. Especially

child and forced labour in our supply chain.

of association and protection of the right

as a family business, we acknowledge that the

to organize, collective bargaining and equal

center of gravity of the lives of our employees

remuneration. In order to take labour conditions

takes place outside the workplace. We therefore

and fair remuneration to an even higher level,
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PP Group will conduct a risk assessment and

Economic development

•

baseline study and will define follow-up activities
based on the insights gained from it.

Our group-wide activities

The companies of PP Group are located

See above “health and safety” and
“fair labour conditions”.

on most continents and operations take
Our group-wide activities include:
•
•
•

•

Our goal:
•

Developing and rolling out a Social

The economic impact PP Group companies

Compliance policy.

have on these communities is best

the ties with the local communities

Based on risks, set up follow-up

demonstrated by the job opportunities

where we operate.

research.

they create and the subsequent effects

Developing and executing project to

of these jobs on the local economy and

Local communities:

address the risks that came out of

trade. PP Group believes that sustainable

PP Group is the proud sponsor of local sport

the study.

development correlates with empowering

teams, donates fish for events and contributes to

local communities. Empowered local

charities.

Our goals:
•

place in and around many communities.

Our aim is to further strengthen

communities contribute to achieving and

Developing social compliance system

strengthening sustainability throughout

PP Group also contributes financially and

for all markets.

PP Group. Therefore PP Group continues

knowledge-wise to (fisheries) schools to educate

Implementing social compliance

to invest in its relationships with local

the next generation.

system for all our suppliers with

communities by taking responsibility for

accreditations such as for example:

improving the lives of the people working

With over 7000 employees, PP Group is a major

SMETA or BSCI.

and living where we operate.

provider of employment in fishing communities
in many European countries. (e.g. the
Netherlands, Germany, Lithuania, France etc.),
but also in Surinam, Guyana, Mauretania and
Morocco, often in areas where limited alternative
employment opportunities exist.
Most of our companies employ people from the
local communities. As a proud family-owned
company, we share the same values; passionate,
trustworthy and dedicated. These values are
passed on from one generation to another and
can also be used to describe the employees of PP
Group. There are many who work(ed) their whole
professional life at the company.
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For more information about this CSR policy,
please contact our CSR team at CSR@PP-GROUP.EU
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